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Recent discovery of methyl isocyanate (CH3NCO) in Sgr B2(N) and Orion KLa;b makes methyl cyanate (CH3OCN) a
potential molecule in the interstellar medium. Methoxyamine (CH3ONH2) and its isomeric form N-methylhydroxylamine
(CH3NHOH) may be considered as a potential interstellar amines.c Pure rotational transitions belonging to the ground state
and several excited vibrational states were measured and analyzed up to 400 GHz. Rotational transitions revealed A-E
splitting due to the methyl internal rotation and were globally analyzed in order to provide a precise set of the spectroscopic
constants. Results of this work were used to search for the spectral features of methyl cyanate in Orion KL, Sgr B2(N),
B1-b and TMC-1 molecular clouds.d
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